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The Tehran Initiative Hb
TEHRAN - A geopolitical analyst says that Iran’s full membership
at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) will improve the
Islamic Republic’s soft security in the region.
Full membership in SCO will enhance Tehran’s soft
security: analyst
The Education and Human Resources Institute, affiliated with the
Tehran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and
Agriculture, is scheduled to hold a webinar on Belt and Road
Initiative.
TCCIM to Hold Webinar on Belt-Road Initiative
Nicole Grajewski On September 16, Iran’s newly inaugurated
President Ebrahim Raisi will embark on his first foreign trip to
attend the twentieth-anniversary summit of the Shanghai
Cooperation ...
Iranian membership in the Shanghai Cooperation
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Organization: Motivations and implications
The only supporter of the U.S. initiative was the Dominic
Republic. The expiration frees Tehran to buy and sell
conventional weapons – such as missiles, tanks, and fighter jets
– and it will ...
UN arms embargo against Iran expires: What's next?
The “Israeli Initiative” political lobby says Israel must ally with
Jordan, Egypt and Saudi Arabia in order to stop the Tehran-GazaBeirut axis. The organization made this statement after ...
Alternative to 2-State Proposed
The People's Power League would need roughly 37,630
signatures for the initiative to reach the ballot in 2022.
Initiative on nuclear facility approvals OK'd for signaturegathering
In the skies over the graveyard of empires, at the crossroads of
civilizations, the dragon has commenced its descent. It took two
decades to ultimately break the will of the West in Afghanistan,
and ...
Shuvaloy Majumdar: The Chinese dragon circles
Afghanistan, as Beijing looks to impose a new world
order
The Russian initiative to ensure security in the Persian Gulf zone
was also discussed in Tehran. Lavrov made it clear to the Iranian
side that Russia and Iran could work together on this project ...
Taliban, Assad continue to unite Russia, Iran
It took the train 14 days to cover the roughly 10,399 km long
journey to Tehran. Part of the overland component of China’s
One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative, the Yiwu-Tehran rail link
slashes ...
Iran, China and the Silk Road Train
TEHRAN, Iran — New Iranian President Ebrahim ... but a
statement after his meeting with Hussein quoted him welcoming
the Iraqi initiative. “Cooperation between the region’s countries
without ...
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Iran’s Raisi receives invite to planned regional summit in
Baghdad
“This initiative must be read in the context of the confrontation
between Resistance Axis and Washington, which wants to bring
the peoples of the region to their knees, from Tehran to ...
Iran showing it is a loyal friend to Lebanon: academic
The senior diplomat underlined that the meeting is especially
relevant as February 21 is approaching when the bill passed in
Iran that frees Tehran from ... China’s initiative to hold a ...
Russia open to China’s initiative to bring US back to Iran
nuclear deal - senior diplomat
With an emphasis on cooperation for the Belt and Road Initiative
— a huge infrastructure project ... A removal of restrictions on
Tehran suits China, as this has become the main impediment in
...
Can China balance ties with Iran and the GCC?
Elliot Abrams, the veteran diplomat taking over as US envoy to
Iran, is entering the role at a crucial moment in the battle to
curtail Tehran ... for a diplomatic initiative with Iran before ...
America's New Iran Envoy Elliot Abrams Wants to Curtail
Tehran’s Military Power
While unwaveringly pointing his finger at Tehran, Netanyahu
blamed the leaders ... Along with his other trailblazing initiative,
the Abraham Accords with several Gulf States, Netanyahu’s ...
Israel’s Approach to Iran: The Netanyahu Revolution
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – Iran welcomes any initiative with the
participation of regional states, Foreign Minister Hossein
Amirabdollahian said before traveling to Baghdad to attend a
summit with the ...
Iran Welcomes Any Regional Collective Initiative, FM Says
ahead of Iraq Summit
Iran's President Ebrahim Raisi told his French counterpart
Emmanuel Macron that negotiations with western powers must
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lead to the removal of sanctions on Tehran.
Iran’s Raisi says Tehran ready to hold nuclear talks
‘without western pressure’
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – The National Food Security Initiative
conference held last week in Tel Aviv revealed the names of five
donors who have funded a food security program, including
United Arab ...
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